# Course Level SLOs: BUSN 1051- General Accounting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Level SLO</th>
<th>Institutional SLOs aligned with</th>
<th>Assessments*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Students will help a client open their books and create financial statements for their first month of operation. (Cognitive- K and Psychomotor- S) | Communication  
Computation  
Critical and Creative Thinking  
Discipline Content | 1. Students will successfully open the books for a proprietorship, properly journalize and post first month’s transactions, and create accurate financial statements for the period as a summative assessment.  
2. Formative assessments used as students learn and work with each step of the accounting process to guide them to mastery of concepts and methods. |
| Students will craft an internal control training report for a company. (Psychomotor- S) | Communication  
Computation  
Critical and Creative Thinking  
Discipline Content | 1. Students will work with an Illustrative Case Study requiring them to gather data, analyze it, and respond by providing a training plan for company employees.  
2. Students will illustrate the results they uncover through analysis of a Program Effects Case Study by using a multimedia presentation for the firm’s owner - to be scaled by a rubric. |
| Students will defend their decision in an ethically challenging situation.       | Communication  
Computation  
Critical and Creative Thinking  
Community and Global Consciousness  
Discipline Content        | 1. Students will respond to a Program Implementation Case involving diversity and prepare their responses to an attorney’s interrogatory- to be scaled by a rubric. |

*These assessments reflect multiple instructors. Not all instructors use all of the assessments listed here.
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